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Editors’ Notes 

 
 
Hi! My name is Tazmin Sloat and I am in Year 9; I have been part of the Ramsey Ram ever since it 
started. I enjoy it because there are always new ideas to explore. My favourite subject is English, 
which is partly how I joined the Ram. 

New editor coming soon!

Find the Christmas Tree Competition
Can you find all 12 Christmas trees that are hidden in this edition?

Here’s one to get you started only 11 more to go!
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‘My Smarter Braintree’ Evening at The 
College at Braintree
What will the future be like? What kinds of energy will be 
available? How long will it take to achieve the ‘perfect 
future’? These are all questions that were addressed in 
the ‘My Smarter Essex’ talk that was held at the college 
at Braintree by the Chelmsford Science and Engineering 
Society, on Thursday 2 November. The evening involved talks 
from professionals in Science, Engineering, and Security, and 
was designed to give each student who attended the chance 
to discover new technology, share their opinions, and just 
learn about how our future will affect us.
The evening began at around quarter-past four, and the 
first talk was by a man who spoke about the health of 
both individuals and societies in the future. It was a very 
enlightening talk, with a lot of thought-provoking topics, 
and from the get-go, everyone in the room was completely 
engaged. The conference had its own Wi-Fi code, so all the students and members of staff in the room could connect and 
interact with the speakers by asking questions, which proved to be a very good component in the way the conference was 
run. After a brief break, the second speaker began to talk about the future of energy resources and how we can make the 
sources more environmentally friendly. Roger Pittock, a local STEM ambassador for the CSES gave a very amusing but very 
enlightening talk about the best energy resources that will benefit the population, as well as the environment. It felt very 
exciting for us to be included in such an important discussion, and I am glad that we got the opportunity to listen in and 
develop our opinions of the future of our earth.
After this talk, we were spoken to by Defence, Security and Electronics professional Vic Leverett, who spoke about possible 
futures for towns and cities. This was my favourite of the evening’s talks because it introduced several technologies that 
could aid us in the future such as intuitive parking in cars, which is already being developed and utilised in cars today. This 
was a great part of the evening, as it really gave us the chance to form our own opinions and ideas about the idea of a future 
run by technology, which is a rather scary (but fascinating, in my opinion) thought.
To add to this already-brilliant event the world-class engineering company Leonardo supplied the venue with a piece of state-
of-the-art thermal imaging equipment. This tool could take photographs of things based on the heat given off by them, which 
served as a very entertaining piece of technology for the students!
All in all, the evening proved to be extremely beneficial for our opinions on the future, sincein the short term it is very much 
going to be our generation that is affected by the changes that the future brings. I think that it’s important for young people 
to be involved with the discussions about our environment, because there might well be a teenager in our community with an 
idea that could change the way we live our lives in the future. 

- Amelia Dean, (Year 11)

Las Vegas
Yes, it’s been awarded the ‘Sin City’ reputation and is well known for not holding back 
on the outrageous front, however, having been there, there’s a reason why there’s 
such a craze around this love-filled place.
Walking along the strip, filled with people of all ages, every hour at the day, with cars 
zooming by which nearly took us out and strange smells. But then you look up: your 
eyes are filled with the lights, the filled-up space with so much extravagance and 
extremity, and you’ve come to the realisation that it’s too late to escape your love for 
this space now, this space that is so full of life.
Everyone talks of the magic, but it is truly indescribable until you’ve been inside the 
top of the Stratosphere lift with a lady who goes up and down in a lift for a living, 
yet remains the happiest person you’ve ever met, or been on the New York New York 
rollercoaster and absolutely terrified yourself, yet the happy-go-lucky staff don’t even 
give you a well done!
Las Vegas isn’t just a ‘glorified Southend’ like my beautiful Mum claimed before we 
arrived; it has a heart!

In fact its heart is so big, so full of love and life and it absolutely broke mine to see the horrific shootings that occurred last 
month. That such a massacre could occur, such an inhumane act in such a beautiful, kind place.

- Hannah Birch (Year 10)
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BBC Essex Claim to Fame
On Wednesday 29 November, I walked in to my house to find my Mum on the phone talking about me, so naturally I decided to 
listen. What I heard would certainly result in a smile on my face- Mum was talking to Andrew Bennett from BBC Essex radio!
BBC Essex had read my article in Halstead Gazette regarding my letter to the Queen about the long-broken bridge in Halstead 
that is having an impact on the elderly citizens of Halstead, and were interested in interviewing me. I was thrilled to learn that 
they would be interviewing me the following morning!
Getting minimum sleep that night through nerves and excitement, I eventually woke up at 5:40 and started to get ready to 
make my way to Councillor Jackie Pell’s house for 7:30. Jackie was lovely as ever, and wasn’t at all nervous. Not long after I 
arrived, so did Pete from the BBC Essex team with his van, microphone and headphones.
Following the 7:30 news, Sadie Nine announced that her guest, a young lady, just 15, was going to be on next, and even 
when she said her guest’s name was Hannah Birch, it still seemed incredulous that that girl was me. Headphones on, and 
microphone present I just answered her questions as honestly as I could through the nerves and Sadie was lovely.
Before I knew it, it was all over and 
I had a permanent smile fixed to 
my face, on my way to school for a 
normal school day.

- Hannah Birch (Year 10)

Diversity Charity Week
Diversity charity was the first of three to take place this academic year. As always there were an abundance of activities to 
participate in and cakes to buy.
Throughout the week cakes, wristbands, pens, pencils and more were sold to staff and students at the Ramsey Academy. 
Diversity House were raising money once again for The Breck Foundation.
The Breck Foundation raises awareness about online safety and helping young people avoid being groomed into doing things 
for someone they meet online; usually through online gaming.
A lot of money was raised for this great cause, games and activities were also a huge part of the fund raising. 

Thank you to everyone that donated and participated in events.

- Callum Watson (Year 9)
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On Thursday 2 November, all the Year 7s went on their first school trip from The Ramsey Academy. We visited the Tate 
Modern Art Gallery and Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre. When we first walked through the doors at the Tate Modern, we saw a 
massive metal ball hanging from the ceiling. It was mesmerising. 
When we walked through the galleries we had to be silent, which was difficult at times as we wanted to discuss what we saw 
with our friends. Some of the pieces were quite strange but some were brilliant. I particularly remember one piece where a 
man had been photographed every hour: of every day for a year the amount of photos was astonishing.
After lunch we all walked over to the Globe Theatre; as we were walking there was a man playing the trombone with fire 
coming out of the top! There were many other really good street performers too.
When we first got to The Globe we had a tour around the museum and then we all got to go into the theatre and behind the 
stage; then we all got to stand on the stage, which was amazing. 
After that, we had a Drama workshop on the Tempest, which we will be studying later on this year. It was so much fun. Finally 
we got on the coach to come home and we were all exhausted. We all had a brilliant day.

- Hannah Salter (Year 7)

Year 7 First Academy Trip
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Teacher Talk
For our latest Teacher Talk, first one of this school year, we decided to interview Mrs Gibbs, 
one of our wonderful Assistant Headteachers and the Faculty Leader for English. 

Have you always wanted to be a teacher?
No, I used to work in the banking sector and that was my original career path. However, I had
a degree in English, and I fell into teaching. I have been an English teacher ever since.

What has been your biggest achievement so far?
My biggest achievement would definitely be having my two daughters. 

Did you ever get a detention in school?
No, I never got a detention. I was too much of a “goody-two-shoes”. 

What were you like at school?
I had two nicknames at school; Blondie and Mouse. I was hardworking and I always wanted to get my work finished to the 
highest standard possible. My favourite subject was English.

Why did you decide to teach the subject you are teaching and how good were you at it when you were at school?
I chose English because I think it the most important thing in life to be able to read and write properly. I was considered to be 
one of the best in my class at English, and it was my favourite lesson, so I enjoyed my English lessons very much. 

Bonus Questions: 

What’s your favourite film?
I can’t choose just one! However, my favourite three would have to be; Frozen, Blade Runner and Equilibrium.

What’s your favourite takeaway?
My favourite takeaway is definitely Thai food.

- Courtney Sloat and  Scarlet Cheffins (Year 7)

• christmas
• dancer
• elf
• gifts
• lights
• rudolph
• santa
• turkey
• tree

Christmas Wordsearch
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Ramsey Ronald
Dear Ramsey Ronald,

I’m a  very successful person, and I don’t want to sound full of myself but I am proud of the confidence that I now have, yet 
I feel others sometimes get jealous and almost bully me through it. The bullying isn’t an issue I just don’t understand why 
people say things about my achievements Also, I often get jealous over people too, even though I tell myself I’m good at other 
things and am doing well myself, I still sometimes envy others over just about anything! I get jealous over these silly things 
and then I hold a feeling of strong resentment for a while and I’d like to be able to get rid of that feeling. Please could you help 
me?

Hello,

Well of course I’ll certainly try!
People don’t like your achievements because they aren’t theirs, there is no other reason. People get jealous because they 
clearly can’t, or aren’t, using their abilities to succeed in the way you are, simply because they most likely aren’t trying as 
hard as you.
Jealousy. There is a huge stigma around admitting having this 
emotion because apparently it is really bad, but it is a natural 
emotion that most people have had to deal with at some point, 
so please don’t worry about it at all! What I tend to do when 
I feel jealous feelings is simply think in my head of a really 
special memory or holiday or achievement that made me so 
happy, and think they can’t ever take that away from me, and 
they don’t have that. This helps to calm me down in a peaceful 
way, as it makes me content in what I have.
I hope this has helped you!

Ramsey Ronald.
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Ramsey Ronald
Dear Ramsey Ronald,

I’m writing to you because I feel like I’m not doing enough, I’m just going along with school and everything, but I want to be 
better than average without looking loud and outspoken.
I’m not great at explaining,  but what I’m trying to put across is that although I’m keen to help and show my eagerness I just 
don’t want it to reflect back in a negative light!
I know people constantly say you shouldn’t care what people think, well I don’t, however I do wonder sometimes how to put 
myself forward to ensure that I get opportunities that I’m so desperate for.
Standard things such as Open Evening and Sports Day I always help with, however so do numerous others, and  I’m prepared 
to do more and I get such a buzz out of helping the Academy, yet I’m not always noticed when certain opportunities arise.
What do teachers look for in someone who wants these opportunities?

Hello, 

Firstly, Open Evenings are very highly thought of, and only the best 
students, are asked to attend, so you should be proud of that and  
competing in Sports Day!
Furthermore, teachers don’t look for specific students, I suppose if you 
show confidence in handing things out in class, being sociable, holding 
doors open or going out of your way to speak to them, then they may 
notice you more, but it mostly depends on the opportunity and who it 
suits best.
Most teachers are incredibly fair.

Loud can be good, just make sure you carry it out in a polite way and 
then there’s no problem.
Hope you go far!

Ramsey Ronald

Dear Ramsey Ronald,

I sound so pathetic but I honestly have no clue what has got into me! There is this one girl, well actually she is my friend but 
I just feel like she possesses a secret motive and actually hates me. I know, I sound awfully paranoid but she just gets really 
under my skin.
We’re very similar in personality and I suppose in some ways we look fairly alike and so I guess there is this tense rivalry 
between us but I wish there wasn’t!
I hate falling out with anyone but I can’t help but only see a bad ending to this ‘friendship’ as everything she says gets on 
my nerves and she sometimes says things ‘unintentionally’ that patronise me. Oh, and sometimes she asks me things loudly 
in front of everyone that are obviously going to make me feel negative. How do I break this rivalry and stay friends with her 
when sometimes I honestly feel like can’t stand her?
Thank you!

Hello,

Oh no! Your situation sounds awful; I have a lot of sympathy for you! My only true advice for you is to just keep being nice 
until eventually you get into such a habit that it becomes natural. You didn’t say she was in your best friendship group, just a 
friend, so hopefully this implies that you can avoid her.
Unfortunately, you are simply in a very difficult place and if you aren’t prepared to fall out with her then you either need 
to befriend her, which is exceptionally hard to do when you don’t trust 
someone, I know, or keep faking it.
Faking a friendship can sometimes be easier anyway than showing malice, 
so you may be best to continue what you are doing as at least no one is 
getting offended, only your patience!
I’m sorry if this wasn’t what you wanted to hear.

Ramsey Ronald


